Introduetion
Seismic velocities contain information about the chemical composition, physical state, and dynamic evolution of the Earth's interior. In the
upper 10 km of the Earth's crust, low frequency seismic observations(-l
to 1000 Hz) and high-frequency laboratory data (-0.1 to l0 MHz) are
complemented by sonic log measurements.Sonic logs comprise continuous seismic refraction measurements along the borehole wall with
source-receiverspacings of I to 3 m and source frequencies of 10 to 50
kHz. Such measurementsallow for the determination of in situ velocitydepth profiles along borehole walls with a resolution of about I m (Serra,

leB4).
Sonic logs are characterized by a high degree of local variability
(Figure l), which can be quantified by basic statistical methods such as
the power spectrum. The power spectrum is defined as the square of the
amplitude spectmm and thus describesthe energy distribution of a data
sequence as.a function of frequency. All available evidence indicates
that over a wide range of spatial frequencies f , sonic log power spectra
uniformly decay as IffP (with the exponentB lying between 0.5 and 1.5),
regardlessof the chemical composition,geologic age, and tectonic history of the probed lithologies (Figure 2; Walden and Hosken, l9B5;
Todoeschuckand Jensen, l9BB; Wu et aI., 1994; Bean and McCloskey,
1993; Holliger, 1996). Data sequences of this type are referred to as lff
or flicker noise and are characterized by their fractal nature or scaleinvariance (Mandelbrot, 1983). Note that in this context the term "noise"
refers to the intrinsic variability of a data sequenceand not to any undesired componentscontained therein.
Scale-invariance is emerging as an underlying property of many
phenomenain the earth sciences(Korvin, 1992; Tirrcotte, 1992; Holliger
and Levander, 1994).It is for this reason that every photograph or sketch of a geologic structure must be scaled by an object of defined size,
such as a coin or a hammer. Without such scaling, it is generally impossible to determine whether the picture covers less than I m or more than
1000 m. Therefore, scaling relations are essential becausethey allow us
to interpolate between observationsmade at different scalesand to extrapolate observationsmade at a certain scale to other scales (Holliger and
Levander, 1994).
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constrained,the width of the cataclastic region s is expected to be small
in ccrmparisonto that of the damage zoneP, i.e., s = 10-10000.P (Scholz
et al., 1993).
Both observationalevidence (Chernyshevand Dearman?I99I; Anders
and Wiltschko, 1994) and theoretical considerations(Scholzet al., 1993)
suggestthat the crack density decays approximately as -log (z), where z
is the distance from the fault plane. The negative natural logarithm -log
(z) and the zero-orderBessel function of the second kind K,, k) converge asymptotically for small values of "zand are similar over a wide range
of z values. For reasonsof mathematical convenience,the following derivations use K,, (z) rather than -log (z). Civen the uncertainty associated
with observedmicrocrack density profiles, this approximationis justified
(Anders and Wiltschko, 1994).
To a first approximation, velocity perturbations induced by microcracks depend linearly on the crack-induced porosity, and thus on the
crack density (Bourbi6 et al., l9B7). This approximation is equivalent to
the empirical linear velocity-porosity relationship commonly used for
sedimentary rocks (Wyllie et al., 1956; Telford et al., 1990). A velocity
perturbation profile g(z,P) across a brittle fault with a damage zone of
width P in a medium of other"wiseconstant velocitv can thus be defined
bv

8k,P1--Orffi,
(l)
where Av is the velocity perturbation at the edge of the inner cataclastic
region k = r). The purpose of the denominator in equation I is to scale
g(z,P)to the value of at z = s. The singularity at z = 0 correspondsto the
"infinite" crack density (or porosity) in the innermost
cataclastic region
of the fault zone.
The power spectrum C(f,P)of the velocity perturbation g(z,P)across a
brittle fault is given by (".g., Frankel and Clayton, 1986)

(2)
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where Pu,,nand Pn,u.are the minimum and maximum damagezone widths
present in the fault population considered.The power spectrum of velocity fluctuations due to numerousfaults G ("f) is given by the sum of the
power spectra of the individual faults G("f,P) (equation 2) weighted by
their statistical distribution p(P) (equation 5) (Walden and Hosken,
l9B5; Schroeder,1991)
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It can be shown that in the frequency interval ll'trP,,,,,.<.f< l/4Tc Pn;,,,
the expression larctan(Znf P,,,,,,)-arctan(2nfP,,i,,)]is roughly constant, so
that G ("f)*l/f. For / < 1/4'tEP,,,,,, G ("f)decays approximately as 1/f'
(brown noise),and for f < 71nP,,,,,.
it tends toward a constantvalue (white
noise).
The power spectrtt^ C t-fl of velocity perturbations associatedwith
numerous faults thus approximatesband-limited l/f noise with a correlation scale corresponding tcl about twice the maximum damage zone
width (2P,,,,,).Figure5 shows the power spectrum C (f)resulting from
the weighted superposition(equations5 and 6) of the three Lrand-limited
Brownian power spectra with correlation scalesP of 1,10, and 100 m
shown in Figure 4. As predicted, this spectrum emulates band-limited
l/f noise with a correlation scale of 200 m (twice the maximum correlation scale of the superposedBrownian power spectra). That only three
Brownian power spectra need to be superposedto emulate a l/f power
spectrum over a wide range of frequencies illustrates the robustnessof
this model.
So far, it has been assumedthat all fault zoneslie in planes perpendicular to the borehole axis. To complete this discussion, the effects of
variable orientations of the faults need to be considered.Simple geometric considerationsdemonstratethat the effective width of a dipping fault
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macrofractures and microfractures are ubiquitous, even in essentially
undeformed sedimentary rocks (Price ancl Cosgrove, 1990), one can
expect that the arguments made in this paper are at least partially
applicable to seismic velocity fluctuations in sediments. For example,
Bean and McCloskey (1993) attribute the llf

scaling of sonic log data

measured in chalk layers offshore Ireland primarily to the fracturing of
these lithological units.
Although tip stressesof brittle faults are undoubtedly important, there
are other mechanisms that generate microcracks, such as distributecl
brittle strain or differential thermal expansionof individual mineral components. At present, little is known about the statistical distribution of
microcracks that are not related to fault zones.It is, however,reasonable
to assume that corresponding crack clensities @ fcrllow some form of a
power law distribution p (@) * 1/<D'(i.e.,small crack densities are much
more common than large ones) and hence are charaiterized by a power
spectrum of the form G ("f) * ttq' (Bak et al., 1987). To comply with the
Ilf

scaling of sonic logs, crack clensities would have to follow an

approximatelyhyperbolic (or lognormal)distribution (i.e.,0.5 < a < 1.5).
Laboratory experiments suggestthat microcracks caused by distributed
brittle strain tend to exhibit distributions of this type (Hirata et a1.,
1987). Furthermore,there are theoretical argumentsthat imply that fracture processes spontaneously evolve into barely stable, critical states
(self-organizeclcriticality). This would also imply a quasi-hyperbolic distribution of crack densities (Bak et a1., I9B7; Bak and Thng, I9B9;
Sornette et a1., 1990). Crampin (1994) explainetl the uniform seismic
shear-waveanisotropyin the upper cr"ustby assumingthat all rocks tend
to be in a similar state of fracturing (fracture criticality). According to
this mcldel,the range of crack densities between the extreme, and rarely
observed, states of totally intact and totally disintegrated brittle rocks is
similarly narrow for most rock types. Crampin's (1994) concept of fiacture
criticality thus implies a uniform, albeit unspecified, statistical distribution of microfractures and macrofracturesthroughout the uppermost crust.
Qualitatively,this is compatiblewith the model presenteclin this paper as
well as with the narrow range of correlation scales and standard deviations
characteristic of upper crustal velocity fluctuations (Holliger, 1996).
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